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yards. Two on each side. Or three on each side, or more. Just

V

without bows. Just throw them (like a javelin). -They have a.

target post "standing there. Then they bet on them too.- That's

a man's game. Then they got a wheel they shoot at too. And then

there's a lot of different kind of games.

(Whais that wheel they shoot at?)

Well, the wheel game is a plaited dogwood—limber. It's somewhat

like a tamborine but it's got rawhide strips7 squared off both

sides. And then they roll it fast and they shoot at it. Shoot

at, it. So many arrows crossed.
. (Roll it on the ground?) •

«

Yes. One fellow throw it fast. And while it's ̂ oing, you have

,to shoot it. And then the stick game, too, they throw at tha*t,

Joo, with a lot of bows. You find those arrow games like that.

And these bolice got lots to do. They're on the duty all the time.

And if theŷ  see any white people among the Indians' village

somewhere, tor gambling, they're supposed to go get them and bring

them in and!take them to the Agency.and have a court. Gambling
i

with the Indians. In my_ time, I have to get some of them. I

have arrestep them. You see, after the'opening they were still

forbidden toigamble with the Indians. But they do. White people

wasn't allowed to gamble on the reservation with the Indians. And

they warn them by signs everywhere, that they're not to gamble with

the Indians or they would be arrested. Yet they do it anyway!

Just like not \selling whiskey. And I caught many qf them selling

whiskey to the\ Indians. We caught many of them.

BETTING

i - •
back when! they were playing these arrow games—just the


